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Convenience


CATAPULT has everything you need to keep your convenience store quick and competitive.

When you’re running a convenience store, speed is key. Your customers aren’t looking for a time-intensive trek through your store; they want to get in, grab items, and go. C-Store operators need a POS platform that’s configured to this reality: a comprehensive commerce system that provides ultra-fast transactions, fuel integration, accurate inventory management, and easy-to-use back office management tools.



CATAPULT is ECRS’s award-winning enterprise point-of-sale solution for C-stores of all sizes. CATAPULT provides the real-time actionable data retailers need to make smart business decisions in a highly competitive marketplace.

CATAPULT’s optional fuel integration and self-checkout make it the solution choice for C-store retailers who require a comprehensive, efficient retail framework to manage their enterprise data and streamline their workflow.





Read About Our Customers' Success
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CATAPULT makes our backroom receiving a very smooth and flexible process. I really like the software’s ability to quickly sort and manipulate items that will be received. The addition of CATAPULT’s fuel interface really makes the system a perfect fit for C-store automation

Sean H.

High-Volume C-Store Retailer







C-Store Features At-a-Glance



	Fast, seamless transactions at every retail touchpoint
	Easy-to-use cashier interface with hot keys
	Self-Checkout functionality
	Cash, credit, check, debit, and biometric payment options
	Open Fuel Server for fuel sales and dynamic promotions






	Accurate, comprehensive inventory management tools
	CRM, loyalty, gift cards, and coupons
	Age verification and ID scanning for restricted purchases
	Employee tracking and management tools
	Back Office and HQ Reporting
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CATAPULT Commerce Platform Details

CATAPULT goes beyond omni-channel and it’s more than unified commerce. It is scalable and responsive thanks to Unified Transaction Logic™. This means all critical areas of operation in a retail enterprise are all connected in real time. Your traditional checkout lanes, self-checkout terminals, pharmacy, fuel, web orders, and even smartphone apps all work as one.

It is a comprehensive solution that enables efficient HQ management for convenience store retail.

Contact Us Today
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Friction-Free Transactions

No matter your store layout or scale, CATAPULT can cover all of your transactions at lightning-fast pace. All transactional information from all of your retail touchpoints synchronize to the system for real-time, precise business analytics.

CATAPULT can process thousands of transactions in the most demanding of convenience store environments while continuously feeding data to CATAPULT Web Office for real-time, precise business analytics and inventory management.


Real-time processing

All transactional information synchronizes to the system for real-time, precise business analytics. CATAPULT has the power to process all transactions, across your enterprise, at every retail touchpoint.




Scalable capability

Whether you’re running one location or a chain of C-Stores, CATAPULT can cover all of it at a lightning-fast pace, no matter the customer volume, time of day, or method of transaction.




Customizable touch screens

Hot keys empower cashiers and unnecessary steps are eliminated; they can speed through transactions and member management operations all from the point of sale.






More about PaymentsRequest a Demo
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Easy-To-Use Cashier Interface

Customizable touch screens with hot keys empower cashiers, unnecessary steps are eliminated; they can speed through transactions, manage fuel, or access customer loyalty data, all from the point of sale.

More about Point of SaleRequest a Demo
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Self-Checkout

Expanding the options that customers have for self-checkout will aid your store in providing convenience and speed. With a friendly and engaging automated self-checkout system retailers can expect reduced lines and labor costs.


Walk Away detection

CATAPULT senses when a customer has abandoned a transaction and voids and records the sale, minimizing the need for human associates to intervene.




Learned item weights

The system will learn the weight of merchandise in your store when scanned. Weights are recorded and replicated to every store in the enterprise. ECRS offers a number of hardware options for self-checkout, click here to find out more.






Hardware FeaturesRequest a Quote
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Many ways to pay: Cash, Credit, Check, Debit, Biometric

CATAPULT eliminates the need for unnecessary third-party middleware or gateways to process electronic payments. Instead, you get a direct, ultra-fast connection with the best and largest processors. You can grow your customer base by taking a wide variety of payment methods.


Multiple Payment Options

Payments can be processed using P2Pe, EMV Quick Chip, credit, and debit -- along with e-WIC, EBT, FSA, HSA, and even third-party gift cards.




Revolutionary Biometric Payment Technology

At the press of a finger, customers can get instant access to an associated account with Secure OneTouch™ biometric payments. Using biometric payments they can instantly make payments without cards or cash, collect points for loyalty, and apply e-coupons and in-store discounts in real-time.




Signature Capture integration

Signature Capture integration gives retailers the ability to track and store credit and debit card signatures, as well as EBT. This greatly reduces the query time when customer disputes arise. CATAPULT’s electronic signature capture also saves on the physical storage space required by systems that use paper receipts, and provides faster customer checkout.






Learn MoreRequest a Quote
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Fuel Integration: ECRS Open Fuel Server™

The ECRS Open Fuel Server (OFS) integrates seamlessly with CATAPULT to provide a powerful, cashier-friendly C-store system that handles fuel sales and other transactions within the same POS interface.

OFS lets cashiers easily manage all fuel pump activity from the POS touchscreen, from pump authorization, to pre-sets, to pre-pays, the OFS empowers cashiers to manage all fuel dispensing stations from behind the counter.


Manage Fuel From the POS

Cashiers can manage stacked sales, disable selected pumps, and even stop fueling on the fly if required. The OFS makes collecting payment for fuel sales simple and fast. With just the single touch of a button, cashiers send fuel sales into the transaction journal alongside other items for purchase.




Browser-Based Administration

The ECRS Open Fuel Server allows store operators to access and set up virtually all aspects of the system locally or remotely from a web browser. Users with proper security clearance can edit pump controller functions, POS interfaces, store promotions, reports and much more.




Dynamic Promotions at the Pump

The ECRS Open Fuel Server provides the tools required to efficiently deliver a multitude of targeted impulse messages to consumers at the pump on both the LCDs and on printed receipts.

The OFS lets C-store retailers effectively capture customer mindshare during those middle moments while fueling by broadcasting dynamic promotional content directly to the pump screens and to printed receipts.






More about Point of SaleRequest a Quote
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Inventory Management:

Replenishment and Control

CATAPULT has full-spectrum inventory capability to synergize supply chains. It can replace your current inventory management software and cut down on complexity. Connect your inventory controls to the rest of your store operations, seamlessly.

CATAPULT tools cover supplier integration, inventory management, auto-replenishment, warehousing, pricing & promotions, and new item management.


Perpetual Inventory & Replenishment

Perpetual inventory helps to avoid stock-out scenarios and keeps fresh food orders flowing at optimal pace. Order Assist™ module displays displays suggested item order quantities based on forecasted auto-replenishment calculations and can then generate a purchase order for each associated supplier.




Submit Purchase Orders Via EDI, Fax, Email, And More

Purchase orders are made easily through supplier integration and bi-directional communication via EDI (Electronic Data Interchange). CATAPULT will also submit inventory orders through other mediums allowing you to send one purchase order to an EDI supplier, then another via fax, and then another to email, all depending on your vendor's capabilities.




On-Floor Inventory Adjustments & Label Printing

While you’re on the floor, you can easily print easy to read, high contrast shelf labels using a portable label printer. Now store associates can print shelf labels on-the-fly from anywhere in the store!




Universal Product Database

Use the ECRS-powered UPD to put our data in your catalog with lightning speed. The UPD includes valuable information like health attributes, brand, item image, size, receipt alias and suggested retail price.






Learn MoreRequest a Quote










CATAPULT’s HHT interface provides me with the direct mobile access to worksheets for price changes, physical inventory, receiving, and building sales promotions. Using CATAPULT’s label printing option, I can create all sorts of shelf labels with prices and bar codes.

Pravin P.

C-Store Owner
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Customer Loyalty & Marketing

With CATAPULT your discounts, dynamic promotions, rewards programs, and other transactional processes work the same. At the front-store and online, your customer relationship management tools all work in unison.


Marketing Automation

LoyaltyBot® lets retailers to set up marketing campaigns that automatically provide patrons with rewards based on specific automated triggers. Best of all, it is easily customizable.




Digital eCoupons

Retailers can create digital coupons using criteria that they choose. These eCoupons can be tracked in a customer’s associated loyalty account, and automatically applied, speeding up checkout times.




Loyalty Points

Loyalty points offer a powerful incentive. Shoppers accumulate rewards based on their purchases, encouraging them to increase visit frequency and the amount that they spend in your store.




Self-Hosted Gift Cards

Our self-hosted, easy-to-use gift card system offers reusable gift cards and gift amounts can be added quickly at the POS by authorized personnel. They are easy to redeem as a tender option can be used to process refunds in lieu of cash. Third-party gift card system integration is also available.






More about LoyaltyRequest a Quote
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Age Verification and ID Scanning

Alcohol laws vary greatly from state to state and compliance can be particularly difficult for chain stores where each location may have different regulations. The CATAPULT system supports localization and provides any required compliance reporting. CATAPULT quickly scans local IDs for buyers and verifies that the format of the ID is correct.

You can easily confirm your customers are 21 and avoid fines and penalties. Now you’ll be able to take the guesswork out of age verification.

Request a Demo
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Back Office and HQ Reporting

CATAPULT generates up-to-the-second reports for every area of your business, including inventory levels, current sales, and historic sales. Users can immediately determine what quantities are on hand, on order, and sold, as well as ascertain costs, profits, and all data critical for staying competitive and profitable.

Users can analyze net margins for any number of parameters, including by item, by brand, or by supplier. CATAPULT offers hundreds of reports to help you make informed business decisions.


300+ Reports For Store Analytics

With over 300 pre-built reports established from best practices as well as customer requests, you will gain the insight you need to better run your business. Each report can be filtered by endless data dimensions.




Visual Intelligence Dashboard

With CATAPULT Dash™, a live visual intelligence dashboard, you can quickly see your most important data elements in graphic form with drill-down capability.




Run Reports By Product And Department

Our POS software can run reports by product and department so you know what brands and what items are driving your sales - scalable from a few store locations to hundreds.




Employee tracking and management

CATAPULT’s comprehensive back office management tools enable executives to conduct employee audits, track performance, productivity, and monitor labor costs. Monitor performance and value to hold associates accountable and guard your bottom line.






More about ReportingContact Us Today









Frequently Asked Questions


What features should I be looking for in a C-Store POS system?

A truly seamless and scaleable convenience store POS needs to be running in real time across the enterprise. It should do more than simply ring up transactions, it should tie together the majority of store systems and services to reduce friction. The ideal system should be using the information gathered at the POS to generate reports, monitor inventory, and offer insight to enterprise executives. For more detailed insight into what features you should be looking for in your next POS system, check out our comprehensive guide.




What kind of convenience stores can ECRS service?

CATAPULT is versatile. Whether you run a corner bodega, a single location, or a regional chain of stores, our system and hardware solutions can cater to your scale and your needs.




My enterprise still uses a silo system, how can I move to unified commerce?

CATAPULT is flexible. It can be configured to work with any commerce tools you wish to keep, for any length of time. We’ve established a process for store operators to make the transition without interrupting their operations.










Featured Resources
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Whitepaper
Goodbye, Silos. Hello, Unified Transaction...
Truly-Unified Commerce requires Unified Transaction Logic™. In retail, providing a pain-free and...


View Article 


[image: 10 Questions to Ask When Seeking a Point of Sale System]
Thought Leadership
10 Questions to Ask When Seeking a Point of Sale...
To succeed in retail, you have to place your enterprise POS investments at the forefront of your...


View Article 
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Success Story
Southland Trade
Travelers have been stopping at Southland Trade for their gas and food since 1972. Located in...


View Article 









Ready to revolutionize your retail operation?


We're growing our retail success community and helping our partners crush their commerce goals with CATAPULT. Reach out to us and learn how you can give your customers an experience that will keep them coming back.
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